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ABSTRACT

The accumulation of biogenic greenhouse gases (methane, carbon dioxide) in organic sediments is an important factor in the redevelopment and risk management of many brownfield sites. Correct site characterization requires the monitoring of biogas levels and the identification of free gas phases and pathways that allow its migration and release at the ground surface. Gas pockets trapped in soils and sediments have contrasting properties with the surrounding porous media that favours their detection using remote sensing geophysical methods. We present a case study in which pockets of gas were identified by intercepting multi-level monitoring wells and their lateral continuity monitored with resistivity sections over a period of months. An interpretation procedure based on the Archie’s law was developed to evaluate changes in water and gas content with respect to a mean background medium. Induced polarization data are used to account for errors in applying Archie’s law due to contribution of surface conductivity effects in common geological media. Mosaics defined by changes in water saturation allow the recognition of gas migration and groundwater infiltration routes and the association of gas and groundwater fluxes. Inference on flux patterns were analysed by taking into account pressure measurements in trapped gas reservoirs and by metagenomic analysis of the microbiological content retrieved from suspended sediments when groundwater was sampled in multi-level monitoring wells. A holistic conceptual model of physical and microbiological subsurface processes was developed suggesting that biogas trapped at depth may have the ability to quickly travel to surface.

key words: free-gas phase, methane, resistivity imaging, induced polarization.
INTRODUCTION

Organic material confined in anaerobic environments (sediments or landfills) is a source of biologically produced methane or biogas, it is a greenhouse gas, and therefore of great importance in global studies related to climate change. The organic matter is biodegraded anaerobically through a series of fermentation and methanogenesis steps that generates carbon dioxide and methane as major products (Christensen, 2010). Once initiated, the methanogenesis process produces biogas and as the pressure grows a free-gas phase (FGP) forms by expelling pore water, filling rock and soil interstices. The FGP tends to move upward and escapes at the surface, but it can be trapped by impermeable layers and develop over-pressured accumulations (Mendonça et al., 2015). Methane is also an asphyxiant, flammable, and potentially explosive gas in mixtures containing 5-15% of air. Because it is lighter than air, it tends to occupy void spaces in porous media and beneath buildings as it escape at the ground surface posing risks to human health.

Different transport mechanisms drive FGP transport in the subsurface as it moves towards the ground surface. Transport may occur (Rosenberry et al., 2006; Stamp et al, 2013) by i) diffusion through the groundwater column, ii) channelling along natural conduits made by porous tissue of vascular plants, iii) buoyancy of gas bubbles along pore network. The third mechanism is termed as ebullition and has been observed in lakes (Walter et al., 2006), inland water sheds (Joyce and Jewell, 2003; Bastviken et al., 2011) and captured in trapping devices for flux evaluation (Yu et al., 2014). Ebullition is periodic and may release large gas volumes over short time scales (Glaser et al., 2004). Ebullition is often conditioned by changes in atmospheric pressure; it may be triggered in shallow soils (1-2 m deep) as the atmospheric pressure increases,
but with little effect in deeper layers, that instead show upward movement of the FGP when the atmospheric pressure drops (Comas et al., 2011).

The dangers posed by biogas accumulations in the subsurface make non-invasive geophysical methods to characterize biogas accumulations on brownfield sites attractive. Geophysical methods to monitor FGP in peatlands have been the object of many field and laboratory studies. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) was applied to estimate vertical distribution of shallow FGP pockets based on the fact that such accumulations modify the soil dielectric properties that are detectable by changes in the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic waves (Comas et al., 2008, 2011; Parsekian et al., 2011). Two-dimensional resistivity has been applied to characterize the build up and ebullition of FGP under different meteorological conditions and peatland scenarios, with different composition and cover by vascular plants (Kettridge et al., 2011). Time-lapse ERT was applied to identify recharge zones in catching peatlands and determine factors conditioning the resistivity of such environments, the temperature being the most important one in shallow levels (Musgrave and Binley, 2011). Higher flow venting of soil CO$_2$ seems to be associated with negative SP anomalies over zones with lower resistivity, attributed to enhanced porosity due to mineral dissolution (carbonates) and changing of water bulk resistivity (Schütze et al., 2013).

In this particular case as urban development encroached over wetlands along stretched fluvial plains and coastal areas, a set of anthropogenic activities favouring the generation and trapping of biogenic gases was introduced. Firstly, the ubiquitous pollution from unregulated disposal of organic rich wastes that were freely discharged in lowland aqueous. Secondly, the filling and levelling of lowlands, a basic practice in flood control and land reclamation in densely populated cities, which buried geogenic sediments and anthropogenic deposits (wastes) rich in organic carbon. In addition, soil
compaction and the impermeable covering of the ground surface created sealing structures that favour the entrapment of over pressured FGP biogas reservoirs. This poses risks to those who now occupy the redeveloped land since the reclamation activity has created conditions that could result in the release of entrapped biogas.

This paper presents a case study in which resistivity and Induced Polarization (IP) data are applied to study a test site with trapped FGP reservoirs previously identified with multi-level monitoring wells and geophysical data (Mendonça et al., 2015). A shallow biogas reservoir (FGP1) has its pressure equilibrated to that of the atmosphere, but a deeper reservoir (FGP2) is under pressure due to the confinement into a sandstone lens embedded into the organic-rich, clay layer that acts as the source of the biogas (Figure 1). Due to the pressure gradient in the reservoirs, significant changes in subsurface properties should be expected, in response to ascendant (gas escaping) and descendant (water recharge) coupling of fluid fluxes. However, a set of resistivity sections acquired in 2012 and 2013 revealed an impressive uniformity in subsurface resistivity. This prevented further investigations of short temporal variations (daily or weekly) but highlighted the need to identify subtle temporal variations recorded by resistivity data and to define spatially what portions of the subsurface are most affected. We developed a procedure to track smaller temporal variations in resistivity data to detect variations in FGP content, possible pathways connecting FGP reservoirs, areas likely to have biogas escaping at surface, and changes associated to ground water infiltration. This paper presents concepts about resistivity and IP methods, followed by the introduction of a formulation to infer variations in water saturation from resistivity data (IP data correcting for surface conductivity effects) and by a description of a case study developed at a test site with FGP reservoirs of biogenic gases, with results
interpreted with independent data from multi-level sampling, gas analyses, and microbiological data.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS

Resistivity & Induced Polarization

Resistivity and IP methods are based on the measurement of electric fields established during injection of harmonic or squared-like low frequency currents in probed geological medium. The experimental setup to excite and measure the earth response requires two pairs of electrodes; one to inject current (current electrodes), the other to measure medium response in terms of electric potentials (potential electrodes). Current and potential electrodes can be distributed along profiles or grids at the ground surface (Revil et al., 2012; Loke et al., 2013), within adjacent boreholes (Pidlisecky et al., 2006; Danielsen and Dahlin, 2010), or making combinations between surface and borehole electrodes (Bergmann et al., 2012; Power et al., 2015; Mendonça et al., 2015). Some arrays are specifically termed (e.g., schlumberger, wenner, dipole-dipole) but unusual configurations or multiple combination of arrays can used in modern surveys with computer assisted data acquisition (Loke et al., 2013). Resistivity measurements are taken by injecting a current $I$ (usually up to 1-2 A) and measuring a voltage $V_p$ (up to a volt) that is established in response. Ratio $V_p/I$ is termed as transfer resistance and can be regarded as the earth response. The medium apparent resistivity is obtained by multiplying the transfer resistance by a geometrical factor accounting for distances and layout of electrodes (Revil et al., 2012).

IP data can be obtained from the same experimental setup of resistivity measurements, but measuring a different sort of electric potentials (Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Revil et al., 2012). In the frequency domain, the driven current is harmonic (frequency range of mHz to kHz) with measurements of transfer resistances (or apparent
resistivity) and time-lag (phase) between the response potential and the applied current as a function of the frequency. The extension of these measurements to a frequency spectrum is termed as spectral IP, with conductivity measurements expressed as complex quantities (in and out of phase terms) or by means of amplitude and phase. In time domain measurements, a squared-like current is applied with steps of on-off-reverse-off cycles, with potential measurements taken in the off stages and averaged along multiple cycles. Time domain results are usually expressed in terms of chargeability, defined as $M' = M/\Delta t$ in which

$$M = \frac{1}{V_p} \int_{t_i}^{t_f} V_s \, dt,$$

for $V_s$ as the residual voltage recorded at a time window $\Delta t = t_f - t_i$, after a delay-time $t_i$ when the injection of current was interrupted. The IP response expresses the ability of earth materials to temporarily store charge when excited by electrical currents.

Resistivity imaging or ERT (Earth Resistivity Tomography) is based on measurements of potential differences resulting from applied currents, using arrays of electrodes at the ground surface and/or in boreholes. For electrode arrays along a profile or confined into a vertical plane (surface-borehole configuration), a resistivity section representing the distribution of the earth material is provided by solving an inverse problem (Pidlisecky et al., 2007; Karaoulis et al., 2013; Loke et al., 2013). The aim of the inversion process is to calculate a model (or image) that provides data fitting to the observed data. Data fitting can be assessed by a functional, $Q(p)$, expressed in terms of the unknown parameters, $p$, addressing the $N_p$ resistivity values, $p_i$, $i = 1,\ldots,N_p$, for each $i$-th cell of the model. A set of $N_d$ measurements of apparent resistivity of transfer resistance can be organized in a data vector $d_o$ of dimension $N_d$ in order to be comparable to model response $d_c \equiv d_c(p)$. The unknown model $p$ can be iteratively determined such that residuals between $d_o$ and $d_c$ become minimum, meanwhile
attending a set of physical constraints for the resistivity model encoded in $p$. A solution for the unknown parameter can be found by minimizing a functional form such as

$$Q(p) = \|d - d_c\|_q + \mu\|p - p_0\|_q$$

(2)
in which $p_0$ is an initial solution from which the non-linear problem minimizing functional $Q(p)$ are linearized and iteratively solved.

In equation 2, $d_c \equiv d_c(p)$ evaluates the response of model $p$, and $\mu$ is a regularizing parameter balancing data fitting quality against model departure from $p_0$. Term $\|\cdot\|_q$ for $q \geq 1$ stands for generalized $q$-norm, $q = 2$ standing for the Euclidean or L-2 norm and $q = 1$ for the absolute or L-1 norm. In minimizing data misfit, the L-2 norm leads to least squares estimates (Pidlisecky et al., 2007; Karaoulis et al., 2013). For the model space the L-2 to model space $p$ gives a smooth solution favoring resistivity distributions with gradational transitions, adequate when contacts between geologic unities are gradual. The use of L-1 in data fitting provides robust estimates that are less sensitive to error in data. When applied to the model parameter, the L-1 norm provides what is termed as “flat” solutions that favor models with contrasting resistivity but domains with rather uniform resistivity values (Loke et al., 2003; Farquharson, 2008). The flatness condition is then well suited when local geology prescribes abrupt contacts (Musgrave and Binley, 2011). The damping factor $\mu$ can be found iteratively by evaluating the norm of data residuals for a range of trial values. It starts from very small trial values providing best data fittingtuning it gradually higher until data fitting is abruptly degraded. An optimal value for $\mu$ can be set at the inflection point from which data fitting is degraded. This criterion implicitly assumes that $\mu$ can be enough small to honour data (e.g., by fitting it) but higher enough to interfere in the norm of parameter and, with this, provide model solution with lateral continuity.
Mathematical operations to evaluate model response, $d_c(p)$, involve the numerical solution of Poisson equation,

$$\nabla \cdot (\sigma \nabla \varphi_{EL}) = -I(\delta(r - r_+) - \delta(r - r_-))$$

(3)

for potential $\varphi_{EL}$ in response to bipolar current with intensity $I$, with plus and minus terminations at positions $r_+$ and $r_-$ standing for terminations with positive and negative poles of current. Once evaluated, potential values of $\varphi_{EL}$ is selected for points with measurements and used to evaluate the transfer resistance or apparent resistivity. This model response can then be compared to real data set and the resistivity model iteratively updated to provide data fitting (Pidlisecky et al., 2006; Karaoulis et al., 2013). Model response for IP also implies the solution of a Poisson equation to evaluate a potential $\varphi_{IP}$ by replacing medium property $\sigma$ in equation (3) by conductivity $\sigma'$ such that (Oldenburg and Li, 1994)

$$\sigma' = \sigma(1 - M)$$

(4)

with $M$ standing for medium chargeability. The evaluation of IP potential $\varphi_{IP}$ requires then the knowledge of medium resistivity. In interpreting real data it requires iterative procedures starting from the inversion of resistivity data to determine a background resistivity/conductivity. Fixing $\sigma$ in equation 4, chargeability models, $M$, are iteratively obtained until model response from evaluating equation 3 with conductivity $\sigma'$ reaches convergence, allowing data fitting (Oldenburg and Li, 1994; Li and Oldenburg, 2000).

**Macroscopic petrophysical model**

The flow of current in saturated geologic media composed by minerals with no electronic conduction (graphite, metal sulphides) follows pathways along rock interstices filled with pore water and along charged interfaces coating the mineral
framework (Leroy and Revil 2009; Jougnout et al. 2010). In analogy with a pair of resistors in parallel (Vinegar and Waxman, 1984; Slater and Lesmes 2002), bulk and surface conductivities, \( \sigma_B \) and \( \sigma_S \), adds up to compose the medium conductivity, \( \sigma_0 \), as

\[
\sigma_0 = \sigma_B + \sigma_S. \tag{5}
\]

Bulk conductivity through pore water guards a power law dependency with porosity, \( \phi \), (fraction of voids in a representative volume) and water saturation, \( S \), (fraction of pore volume filled with water) as given by empirical Archie’s law (Archie, 1942)

\[
\sigma_B = \phi^m S^n \sigma_w, \tag{6}
\]

that prescribes a linear dependence between bulk conductivity, \( \sigma_B \), and pore water conductivity, \( \sigma_w \). Parameters \( m \) and \( n \) are empirically determined for each soil or rock type but usually are about to 2.00 to 2.15, (Hamada, 2010). Surface conductivity, \( \sigma_S \), is conditioned by mobility and charge density at the interface of rock forming minerals (Leroy and Revil, 2009;) and determines the medium response in IP measurements (e.g., Kemna et al., 2012). Surface conductivity has a frequency dependent response (de Lima and Sharma, 1992; Revil et al., 2012) that can be related to structured distribution of charge in the mineral interface (Jougnot et al., 2010; Revil and Florsch, 2010; Florsch et al., 2014). Because methane is the non-wetting phase, the emplacement of a FGP bubble in pore space preserves the properties of the mineral-fluid interface, in principle not affecting its surface conductivity.

Laboratory and field data describing macroscopic response of IP and resistivity measurements show that surface conductivity is equivalent to a quantity termed as normalized chargeability (Slater and Lesmes, 2002), given by

\[
M_N = M \ \sigma_0, \tag{7}
\]

such that \( \sigma_S \approx M_N \).

In terms of resistivity (\( \rho \equiv 1/\sigma \)), equation 5 can be re-written as
\[ \rho_0 = \rho_B f, \]  
(8)

with

\[ \rho_B = \phi^{-m} S^{-n} \rho_w \]  
(9)

and partition parameter, \( f \equiv f(\rho_S, \rho_B) \) such that

\[ f = \frac{\rho_S}{\rho_B + \rho_S} = \frac{\sigma_B}{\sigma_0}. \]  
(10)

The partition parameter \( f \) thus expresses the contribution of bulk conductivity in total rock conductivity. A value equal to 0.8, for example, does mean that bulk conductivity contributes to 80% of medium conductivity, with the remaining 20% accounting for surface conductivity.

For cases in which medium porosity and water conductivity are time invariant, time changes in resistivity, \( \rho_1, \ldots, \rho_n \), for time frames \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) can be attributed to changes in water saturation and/or in the conductivity partition. Invariance of porosity is a valid assumption for mature buried sediments but variable, and even dependent on size of gas bubbles in unconsolidated bogs. By assuming invariance of medium porosity and pore water conductivity, the resistivity for conditions prevailing in time \( i \) is

\[ \rho_i = \phi^{-m} S_i^{-n} \rho_w f_i, \]  
(11)

with saturation \( S_i \) representing the water content at the \( i \)-th time frame. Assuming in addition \( m \) as constant and \( n = 2 \) (Hamada, 2010; Worthington, 2011), a quantity

\[ R_{i,k} \equiv \left( \frac{\rho_i f_i}{\rho_k f_k} \right)^{1/2}, \]  
(12)

can be defined to account water saturation change between time-frames \( t_i \) and \( t_k \) since

\[ R_{i,k} \equiv \frac{S_k}{S_i}. \]  
(13)

Parameter \( R_{i,k} \) can be used to monitor relative changes in water saturation. Considering time-frames such that \( t_i < t_k \), a resistivity change such that \( R_{i,k} > 1 \) indicates that \( S_k > S_i \), meaning that a larger fraction of the pore space was filled with water between
time-shots $i$ and $k$. A change with $R_{i,k} < 1$, otherwise, points to $S_k < S_i$, meaning that pore water was replaced by gas, either due to downward diffusion of atmospheric air or by upward migration of FGP generated in organic sediments. Pixel-by-pixel evaluation of parameter $R_{i,k}$ recognizes domains in which water saturation increases (water in) or diminishes (gas in). The mosaic created by connected domains shows the extension and continuity of subsurface portions most affected by variations in fluid content. In principle, such mosaics can be able to recognize flow paths for water recharge, gas release and possible relationships between water and gas flows.

Biogas Generation and Microbial Ecology on Brownfield sites

Biogas formation on brownfield sites due to either anthropogenic or geogenic processes is the result of microbial activity, usually in the absence of oxygen, degrading organic matter. Microbial ecology techniques may be used to assess microbial communities and structure in a variety of applications from medical sciences (Li et al. 2014) to the ocean floor (Orcutt et al. 2011) and contaminated environments (Ferguson et al. 2007). The microbial ecology of biogas formation may be dependent on a variety of factors such as the type and nature of the organic matter (anthropogenic – municipal waste, or geogenic – organic rich sediments), the porous media, and the groundwater chemistry. Biogas is a mixture of methane (CH$_4$) and carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) that form the end point of a series of steps of organic matter biodegradation. The methanogenic biodegradation of complex organic substrates is widespread in nature where the environment is anoxic.

The overall process itself requires at least four distinct physiological groups of microbes. A diverse range of primary fermenting bacteria channel a wide range of biological polymers such as proteins and lipids and ferment them to products such as
alcohols and organic acids, H₂ and CO₂. These are the substrates for two major groups of methanogenic Archaea. The hydrogenotrophic methanogens convert H₂ and CO₂ to methane, whereas the acetoclastic methanogens degrade acetate to methane directly (Weiland 2010). Three types of methanogenic pathways are known: hydrogenotrophic CO₂-reduction, the acetoclastic reaction noted above and methyl-group reduction. Many methanogens appear capable of hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis that is closely linked to syntrophic anaerobic acetate oxidation, whereas two groups Methanosarcina and Methanosaeta perform the acetoclastic reaction. This limited metabolic diversity hides much wider phylogenetic diversity (Liu and Whitman 2008).

Cultured methanogens are grouped into five orders based upon their phylogeny and phenotypic properties. In addition, uncultured methanogens are detected in many anoxic environments. Metagenomics is a powerful approach that analyses microbial communities regardless of whether they can be cultivated in the lab or not. It utilises the DNA extracted directly from environmental samples such as soils or groundwater and allows a survey of whole microbial community present (Daniel 2005). Once the DNA has been extracted, it is amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques prior to sequencing, annotation and analysis of the metagenome. The aim here is to link the microbial community structures at this particular brownfield site and to ask questions regarding the environments of biogas formation in the subsurface. This information on microbial ecology may provide insights to the formation and consequently our approach to monitoring of the biogas in the subsurface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Test site geology

The feasibility of applying resistivity data to identify patterns in water saturation changes was investigated in a field study at a test site situated at a former flood plain of
Tietê River, in São Paulo, Brazil (Mendonça et al., 2015). At this test site a source of trapped FGP is a thick (~6 m) layer with organic clayey sediments (organic carbon up to 40% in weight) deposited along an abandoned meander of the river. This layer was covered with anthropogenic deposits produced when the course of the river was lowered and aligned. Dredged sediments in the covering layer were pumped into a dyke-encircled pond of about 25 hectares and settled to dry, generating a 4 m high terrace. For decades this site was an abandoned brownfield site until public developments for green parks and schools were made. Occurrences of trapped methane were observed yet during geotechnical studies, requiring specialized building design, permanent monitoring facilities, and ventilating systems as corrective measurements.

The test site was established in 2011 at a representative place of the developed land by installing three multilevel monitoring wells each one with 15 sampling ports 0.6 m spaced, able to sample gas and water until 8.6 m depth (Mendonça et al., 2015). A set of 5 electrodes were permanently installed downhole to improve sensitivity in resistivity imaging in complementing to non-permanent electrodes deployed at the ground surface. Resistivity images attempted not to reconstruct water and gas fluxes in short time-scales but instead, to verify if major seasonal changes in resistivity were observable. Samples of sediments from continuous direct-push coring were analyzed for total content of organic carbon and grain size analysis by laser diffraction (Mendonça et al., 2015). Two FGP reservoirs were intercepted by monitoring wells (Figure 1) and their lateral continuity outlined as more resistive targets (80–110 ohm.m) with respect to organic sediments (5–25 ohm.m) in which they are embedded. The higher resistivity contrast of FGP unities can be attributed to rather high specific conductivity of pore water (~0.5 mS/cm) as sampled by multi-level sampling ports of the monitoring wells (Mendonça et al., 2015). An occurrence of over-pressured FGP was identified in a permeable sandy
lens embedded at the bottom of the organic rich sediments. On average, the pressure of
this reservoir is 4 to 5% above atmosphere pressure when measurements were taken.
The pressure of the shallower reservoir, otherwise, is equilibrated to the atmosphere,
suggesting that in addition to trapped accumulations there are reservoirs well connected
to the ground surface, possibly releasing their content as the atmosphere pressure
fluctuates. A higher risk in land use is posed by the over-pressured accumulations that
in principle could suddenly release large volumes of biogas that could quickly occupy
non-ventilated rooms or underground spaces with asphyxiant and potentially explosive
atmospheres (5-15% of methane mixed with air). The gas composition in both
reservoirs is enriched in CH\textsubscript{4}, about 37-45% of CO\textsubscript{2} to 55-63% CH\textsubscript{4}, with traces of H\textsubscript{2}S
(\textasciitilde30 ppm). Vadose zone oxygen decays quickly to trace levels within a meter depth.
The piezometric surface is relatively flat, with a hydraulic gradient of 0.0082 towards
the river. The high permeability (12–62 cm day\textsuperscript{-1}) of the anthropogenic unit does not
work as an efficient sealing unit for FGP volumes reaching the vadose zone, and also
facilitates water aerobic water recharge and removal/dispersal of stagnant FGP to the
atmosphere.

Resistivity and IP data

Resistivity surveys were repeated in the years of 2012 and 2013 with a set of 28
electrodes 2 m spaced at the ground surface and 5 electrodes permanently installed
downhole (Figure 1). This set of 33 electrodes was used to obtain resistivity and IP data
with wenner and dipole-dipole arrays programmed in a computer assisted resistivimeter
(Sling R1-IP, AGIUSA) totalling 460 measurements in each survey. Contact resistance
was kept below 1-1.5 kohm in all measurements, discarding data with repeat error
above 3%. The current waveform had stages on-off-reverse-off with intervals of 2 s,
with IP measurements in the rest interval during 100 ms, 200 ms after interruption, and
this cycle repeated fourth. As shown in Figure 2, there are minor changes in the apparent resistivity data measured in 2012 (March, May, July) and 2013 (April, June). These data sets (6 in total) were inverted using a regularized least squares optimization method EarthImager 2D (AGIUSA, 2009) with forward problem being solved by the finite difference method for mesh with cells $\geq 1$ m (half of surface electrode spacing), increasing at a rate of 1% for each layer in depth. Pseudo resistivity sections were used as starting models, with data inversion proceeding interactively until convergence. The resistivity model was constrained by positivity and flatness criteria, the last one by minimizing the L-1 norm of the model parameter.

All data sets were inverted with a same regularization parameter ($\mu = 100$), chosen according results in Figure 3. This parameter expresses the trade-off between model roughness and data misfit. An unsuit low value prescribed for this parameter provides good data fitting but noisy resistivity model, in which adjacent cells of the model showing unrealistic oscillations in resistivity values. An unsuit higher value, otherwise, gives continuity between cells but degrades data fitting beyond error margin of experimental data. Since $\mu$ bounds the resistivity model and introduces a smoothness dose to the models, it cannot be established arbitrarily for each data set. To compare resistivity models from different data sets a common smoothness dose must be applied. A shown in Figure 3, a proper value for $\mu$ can be chosen by making trade-off curves in fitting each data set. A well suited value $\mu$ is defined by the inflection point beyond that data misfit in no more flat but instead grows sharply. After this inflection point, data fitting is arbitrarily conditioned by the choice for parameter $\mu$ at the expenses of higher data misfit. Figure 4 shows data fitting of measured and model response data, showing good adherence between then.
Microbial DNA extractions

Groundwater samples were stored at 4°C and filtered to capture suspended sediment within 24 hrs of sampling (Whatman 0.2 µm) to trap microbial DNA. The filters were then frozen and shipped to Queen’s University Belfast for DNA extraction. DNA was extracted with 0.5 mg of sediment filtrate was used for each extraction using Powersoil DNA Isolation kit (Mo Bio), extractions for each location were carried out in triplicate and the DNA was pooled. DNA concentrations were quantified using a nanodrop (ND1000 V3.5.2) with pyrosequencing of the 16s rDNA bacterial and archaeal genes.

Bacterial Pyrosequencing

A 2-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) approach was taken to amplify 16S rRNA gene of bacteria. The amplicons were prepared as previously described (Berry et al. 2011) using universal primers for the V6-V9 variable regions, 909F and 1492R including adaptors (LibL/A and LibL/B) and tags (Hamady et al. 2008). PCR was carried out in a final volume of 25 µl containing 0.4 µm of each 16S primer (HPLC pure from IDT, Inc.) and 1 µl of DNA template. PCR conditions were 95°C for 4 min and 25 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 52°C for 45 s, 72°C for 1 min 30 s, and a final extension of 72°C for 7 min. PCR product was used as the template in the second round amplification (1:25 dilution) where fusion primers were used (adaptors (LibL/A and LibL/B), tags (Hamady et al. 2008) and 16S primers). PCR conditions were 95°C for 4 min and 5 cycles of 95°C for 30s, 52°C for 45s, 72°C for 1min 30s and a final extension of 72°C for 7 min. PCR reactions were purified using High pure PCR purification kit (Roche). DNA was quantified using a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop), with 250 ng sent for sequencing. MassRuler™ Express LR Forward DNA Ladder,
ready-to-use use to quantify the about of PCR product present in the sample.

GeneRuler<sup>TM</sup> 1kb DNA ladder

**Archaeal Pyrosequencing**

A two-step pyrosequencing approach was used (as used in bacterial pyrosequencing protocol). First round primers ARC344f-mod and Arch958R-mod targeted the V4 and V5 regions of the 16S rDNA archaeal gene. This product was used as a template for the second PCR reaction. Barcodes for the primers were picked from literature (Hamady et al. 2008).

**Sequence Analysis**

PCR product concentration was measured using a fluorimeter as per manufactures instructions; (1µl of PCR 149 µl of 1 XTAE buffer and 50 µl 1 x dye and incubated in the dark for 5mins). The amplicons were pooled and sequenced at a DNA Sequencing Facility, (Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, UK) by using a One-way read strategy from the reverse primer, Titanium chemistry on a 454 GS Junior Devise (Roche). Quantitative sequence analysis was carried out in QIIME pipeline v 1.7 (Caporaso et al. 2010b). Sequences were filtered to exclude reads shorter than 200bp and with mismatches in the barcode or primer. Quality filter was made with USEARCH (Edgar 2010) and UCHIME (Edgar et al. 2011) to exclude chimeras, singletons were removed as well. USEARCH was also used to pick Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) based on 97% similarity with a *de novo* method. Alignment was done using PyNAST (Caporaso et al. 2010a).

Taxonomy was assigned against the Greengenes reference database (DeSantis et al. 2006) (released on May 2013) by using RDP classifier v2.2 (McDonald et al. 2012) (ribosomal database project) (Wang et al. 2007) with a confidence limit of 0.8. Commands included in QIIME were used to obtain rarefaction curves and to calculate
alpha diversity metrics, whereas Unifrac (Lozupone and Knight 2005) was used to
calculate beta diversity. For visual representation minor groups of less than 1% abundance were grouped. Raw sequences were archived in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under the study accession number; PRJEB6020. Direct link to the data can be found at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB6020

RESULTS

Induced Polarization

Data analysis of IP data discarded readings with larger repetition error (above 4-5%). These values were mostly from the electrodes downhole. To work with uniform data sets, in terms of electrode distribution and associated model sensitivity, only surface IP data acquired with wenner array in May and July 2012 and April 2013 entered further analysis. Since only surface data were used, the depth of IP investigation (of about 6m) was not enough to span the depth levels in which FGP reservoirs were identified in sampling wells. As shown in Figure 5 levels to 6 m depth identify minor variations in resistivity, chargeability, and normalized chargeability sections. These sections were used to estimate the range for the partition parameter $\nabla g_{1858}$, according its definition in equation 9. Figure 6 shows the processing scheme to determine this parameter, by illustrating it with data set of July 2012. Estimates for $\nabla g_{1858}$ in Figure 6 were computed pixel-by-pixel by algebraic operations involving the resistivity and chargeability sections according equation 7. Bulk conductivity was evaluated from equation 9 and used to evaluate parameter $\nabla g$ according equation 10. The procedure illustrated in Figure 6 was replicated for data sets of May and July 2012 and April 2013. The integration of results shows that parameter $\nabla g$ varies within 0.7 and 0.9 (Figure 7). For such a range, the square root of ratios as prescribed in equation 12 assume values very close to 1, meaning that for the conditions found in the test site, simple Archie’s
law, not taking into account surface conductivity, can representative of saturation change inferred from the ratio of resistivity values. Results are then practically the same when making $f = 1$.

**Saturation change mapping**

Figure 8 shows resistivity sections and resistivity ratios with respect to the averaged resistivity model (AVG). Unitary ratio contour line ($R_{i,k} = 1$) delimits “up” domains with $R_{i,k} > 1$ and “down” domains with $R_{i,k} < 1$. Up domains are compatible with increasing water saturation (with respect to AVG background model) and down domains with increasing of FGP content. Changes in MAR-2012 and APR-2013 are then compatible with downward groundwater flow suggesting connected pathways crossing main interfaces recognized from combined resistivity and core data. The time shot in MAY-2012 can be regarded as capturing minor accommodation or fluctuations of water and gas phases with respect to an averaged background. No time-shot captured a major event connecting the shallow FPG1 and deeper FGP2 reservoirs, suggesting that the deeper FGP2 reservoir is well sealed, a hypotheses corroborated by rather uniform pressure of 98.0±0.2 kPa measured since 2011. This over pressure is about 4 to 5% above mean atmosphere. This gradient allows FGP flushing at a rate of 4.5-5.0 dm$^3$ min$^{-1}$ when the well is kept open to the atmosphere. This rate of escape, however, is also conditioned by the well construction, does not meaning that a natural event of ebullition would take place at this rate. The change observed in JUN-2013 suggests a temporary gas pathway connecting the deeper confined reservoir (FGP2) directly to the vadose zone, with no clear transition to the shallow gas reservoir (FGP1).

**Fermentative Bacteria**

Sample 1 (Figure 9) was collected at the depth of 2.5 m (anthropogenic deposits) and sample 2 was taken from the same borehole at 8.4 m depth, sample 3 was collected
from another borehole also at 8.4 m depth (geogenic sediment layer). The bacterial
taxonomic profile for sample 1 showed the least amount of diversity at the genus level
with OD1 dominating (78.30%), minor genus (9.80%), OP11 (6.70%). For sample 2
OD1 also dominated (37.90%) other bacteria are more abundant (33.70%), minor genus
(14.80%), along with OP11 (10.0%) and OP3 (3.60%) also present. Sample 3 is the
most diverse sample, with OD1 still dominating (54.60%), minor genus (19.10%),
OP11 (13.0%), OP3 (5.30%), Geothrix (2.70%), Syntrophus (2.40%), Desulfosporosinus
(1.0%), and unclassified bacterial sequences are present in all the samples (Figure 9).
The candidate division OD1 is present in all the samples and the distribution does not
seem to follow an ecological pattern dominating in both geogenic and anthropogenic
deposits. OD1 has mainly been found in anoxic zones (Elshahed et al. 2005) and having
been identified in an acetate amended aquifer it was suggested to be fermentative
(Wrighton et al. 2012). Samples 2 and 3 are the locations at which most methane
production is likely to be occurring and it has been suggested OD1 can possibly
anaerobically oxidise methane (Peura et al. 2012). The results show OD1 to be found in
areas with oxygen present, with varying amounts of acetate and other contaminants and
not limited to areas of methane production. From the wide spread distribution in varied
environments it appears OD1 is ubiquitous. It most likely has a vast repertoire of
metabolic capabilities and in such as heterogeneous environments it could be carrying
out a number of processes. OP11 like OD1 has also been associated with an obligatory
fermentation lifestyle (Wrighton et al. 2014) Syntrophus grows via syntrophic
association with hydrogen utilising microorganisms and oxidizing substrate
incompletely to acetate (Ragauskas et al. 2014). Geothrix genus are capable of reducing
Fe(III) (Lovley 2008) and Desulfosporosinus is a sulphate reducer which may inhibit
methane production (Pester et al. 2010).
Methanogenic Archea

Archaeal taxonomic profile shows phylum level diversity in all the samples is dominated by Euryarchaeota and Crenarchaeota. Parvarchaeota and other phylum are also present but in much lower relative abundance. At the Genus level Methanoseta is an acetoclastic methanogen and is most dominant methanogen in all the samples (Figure 9) the abundance increases with depth as the environment becomes more anaerobic. Methane producing archaea are naturally found in the sediments and Methanoseta are ubiquitous in the environment with a high affinity for acetate (Lee et al. 2014). Acetotrophic methanogens are obligate anaerobic which convert acetate to methane and carbon dioxide. It is likely that the production of methane is as a result of the indigenous microbial populations and the presence of large quantities of organic matter within the subsurface. Interestingly, it has recently been reported that some Methanoseta species are also capable of direct interspecies electron transfer (DIET) with some Geobacter species for the reduction of carbon dioxide to methane (Rotaru et al. 2014). Methanoseta is believed to be one of the principal methane produces on the planet (Smith and Ingram-Smith 2007) and the ability to accept electrons from other species or even abiotic sources may provide an additional advantage. The distribution of methanogens correlated with the methane pockets and higher levels of acetate. Methane produced at depth by these microorganisms could escape to the atmosphere or be oxidised by methane oxidising bacteria such as OD1 or other archaea.

DISCUSSION

An intriguing result from our study is the invariance of the subsurface resistivity over a time-scale of months. The procedure to jointly interpret resistivity and IP in terms of saturation ratios allowed recognition of processes that were not perceptible by the simple inspection of resistivity or chargeability sections. The invariance in
resistivity sections is particularly intriguing when considering that the deeper FGP2 reservoir is consistently overpressured with respect to the atmosphere pressure by about 3.9-4.9 kPa. The saturation-ratio analyses captured only a single time-shot with abrupt variation, showing that variations in the deeper over pressured FGP2 reservoir can be temporarily directly connected to shallow layers in the vadose zone. This is an important result since it highlights risks associated with abrupt releases of biogas, possibly as ebullition, and is related to the conditions of the deeper reservoir, not necessarily affected by conditions of the shallow FGP1 biogas reservoir. This shallow FGP1 reservoir, with pressure equilibrated to the atmosphere, may be involved with events of smaller escapes to the atmosphere, possibly in response to fluctuations in atmospheric conditions (pressure, wind) or water seepage. Resistivity variations in the layer with dredged sediments are compatible with “water in (R>1)” events, in rainwater seepage. Temperature variations however can compromise the saturation analysis in the very shallow (1-2 m) levels. What was not previously recognized is that such events of recharge seem to pass through the anthropogenic deposits leaching its contents to deeper levels. No event of “gas in (R>1)” was captured at ground surface. This slow release of biogas from the shallow FGP1 reservoir with large quantities of the OD1 genus which may be able to anaerobically oxidise methane, coupled with surface ingestion of aerobic rainwater alongside aerobic atmospheric oxygen may help attenuate the overall emission of methane to the surface.

The lack of diversity amongst both bacterial and archeal communities across anthropogenic and geogenic deposits is surprising. The leaching of groundwater through anthropogenic deposits to geogenic deposits at depth coupled with the temporary upward migration of biogas in reservoirs may explain why the distribution of bacterial fermenters and acetoclastic methanogens is similar across the sample locations with
diversity slightly increasing with depth. This rise and fall of the water table may also promote pathways for biogas to travel and be trapped, as well as for the downward leaching of contaminants (Mendonça et al., 2015). This seasonal vertical mobility of groundwater (downwards) and biogas (upwards) creates a widespread stable and homogenous community of fermenting bacteria and biogas producing acetoclastic archa, the effects of which were monitored by near surface geophysical techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

The procedure to interpret resistivity and IP provided a background to apply the Archie’s law to estimate changes in water saturation from resistivity sections at a test site with trapped FGP (methane and carbon dioxide, mainly). For this particular test site, the contribution of surface conductivity, despite expressive (up to 20-30% of bulk conductivity) does not prevented reliable estimates for relative changes in water saturation. Important results to site characterization and recognizing of groundwater and FGP flow paths were obtained with the saturation-ration analysis. These results suggest possibility of temporary connections between the confined deep FGP2 reservoir directly with the vadose zone. This is a potential scenario for an abrupt escape of biogas to the atmosphere from a deeper geogenic source (~8 m), possibly resembling events of ebullition observed in inland water bodies, and wetlands. A relatively homogenous subsurface microbial community appears to be present with bacterial fermenters such as the OD1 genus and gas producing acetoclastic methanogens such as Methanosaeta dominating all subsurface samples across anthropogenic and geogenic deposits. This lack of diversity may be due to physical subsurface characteristics monitored by resistivity and IP, the downward vertical transfer of recharging groundwater and periodic upward migration of biogas homogenizing the microbial communities. From the data gathered to date it is not possible to forecast possible periodicity for these
events or if direct escape to the vadose zone (as captured in JUN-2013) is the predominant way of gas release. The conceptual model presented does require that monitoring of soil biogas should occur across a variety of depths to account all types of emission scenario.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1- FPG (free-phase gas) reservoirs and background resistivity; a) Conceptual model from continuous core samples, sediment analysis (grain size, organic carbon content), water and gas sampling from multi-level monitoring wells, each one with 15 sampling ports 0.6 m apart; b) Resistivity section acquired in day 24 after the installation of wells; c) gas composition from sampling ports with gas; the shallow level corresponding to the vadose zone; reservoir FGP1 has pressure equilibrated to the atmosphere; reservoir FGP2 has pressure 0.4 to 0.5 kPa above the atmospheric pressure.

Figure 2- Raw apparent resistivity values acquired in 2012 and 2013. Each survey with 460 data points from merging wenner and dipole-dipole arrays, with 28 electrodes 2 m spaced at the ground surface and 5 electrodes (permanently installed) downhole.

Figure 3- Misfit (L-2 norm) in fitting measured data sets as a function of smoothness parameter. The choice of a common parameter (100 in this case) intended to apply the same degree of smoothness when inverting each data set. For values greater than 100, smoothness become arbitrarily higher, not honouring data fitting.

Figure 4- Data fitting provided by resistivity models from data inversion of resistivity surveys carried out in 2012 and 2013.

Figure 5- Inversion results of resistivity and IP data for 2012 and 2013 surveys employing Wenner array with 28 electrodes at the ground surface; a) inverted resistivity model; b) chargeability model; c) normalized chargeability model.
Figure 6- Illustration of the processing flow chart to obtain the parameter of conductivity partition, f, from imputing conductivity (a) and chargeability (b) sections obtained from data inversion, evaluation of normalized chargeability (c) and bulk conductivity (d) that enter in the evaluation of partition parameter (e).

Figure 7- Conductivity partition parameter, f, as a function of medium resistivity. Values between 0.7 and 0.9 suggest that bulk conductivity is the main contributor in the electrical conductivity, surface conductivity accounting with 10% to 30% of total conductivity.

Figure 8- Resistivity sections (a) and resistivity ratios with respect to averaged (AVG) model (b). Unitary ratio contour line (white) delimits domains where $R_c > 1$ (water saturation increases) and $R_c < 1$ (water saturation diminishes) with respect to AVG background model. Inset in (c) shows differences between assuming $f=1$ ($R_b$) or according empirical formula $f=-0.06473*\log_{10}(\rho)+0.94037$ ($R_c$).

Figure 9- Bacterial and Archeal genus level taxonomic profile of suspended sediment in groundwater from different depths. Sample 1) was taken from depth of 2.5m (waste deposits) and samples 2) and 3) are both taken from a depth of 8.4m (fluvial sediment layer).
1. FPG (free-phase gas) reservoirs and background resistivity; a) Conceptual model from continuous core samples, sediment analysis (grain size, organic carbon content), water and gas sampling from multi-level monitoring wells, each one with 15 sampling ports 0.6 m apart; b) Resistivity section acquired in day 24 after the installation of wells; c) gas composition from sampling ports with gas; the shallow level corresponding to the vadose zone; reservoir FGP1 has pressure equilibrated to the atmosphere; reservoir FGP2 has pressure 0.4 to 0.5 kPa above the atmospheric pressure.
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2. Raw apparent resistivity values acquired in 2012 and 2013. Each survey with 460 data points from merging wenner and dipole-dipole arrays, with 28 electrodes 2 m spaced at the ground surface and 5 electrodes (permanently installed) downhole.
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3. Misfit (L-2 norm) in fitting measured data sets as a function of smoothness parameter. The choice of a common parameter (100 in this case) intended to apply the same degree of smoothness when inverting each data set. For values greater than 100, smoothness become arbitrarily higher, not honouring data fitting.
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4. Data fitting provided by resistivity models from data inversion of resistivity surveys carried out in 2012 and 2013.
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5. Inversion results of resistivity and IP data for 2012 and 2013 surveys employing Wenner array with 28 electrodes at the ground surface; a) inverted resistivity model; b) chargeability model; c) normalized chargeability model.
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6. Illustration of the processing flow chart to obtain the parameter of conductivity partition, $f$, from imputing conductivity (a) and chargeability (b) sections obtained from data inversion, evaluation of normalized chargeability (c) and bulk conductivity (d) that enter in the evaluation of partition parameter (e).
7. Conductivity partition parameter, $f$, as a function of medium resistivity. Values between 0.7 and 0.9 suggest that bulk conductivity is the main contributor in the electrical conductivity, surface conductivity accounting with 10% to 30% of total conductivity.

$$f = -0.06473 \times \log_{10}(\rho_D) + 0.94037$$
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8. Resistivity sections (a) and resistivity ratios with respect to averaged (AVG) model (b). Unitary ratio contour line (white) delimits domains where $R_c > 1$ (water saturation increases) and $R_c < 1$ (water saturation diminishes) with respect to AVG background model. Inset in (c) shows differences between assuming $f = 1$ ($R_b$) or according empirical formula $f = -0.06473 \times \log_{10}(\rho) + 0.94037$ ($R_c$).
9. Bacterial and Archeal genus level taxonomic profile of suspended sediment in groundwater from different depths. Sample 1) was taken from depth of 2.5m (waste deposits) and samples 2) and 3) are both taken from a depth of 8.4m (fluvial sediment layer).
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